Delegate Voting Module™
OPTIONPOWER® INTER ACTIVE RESPONSE SYSTEM

The Delegate Voting Module™ is an add-on product for the OptionPower® interactive response system.
It is designed to support group balloting and election processes by using OptionPower’s powerful
interactive polling systems.
If accuracy and speed are important in your voting and election processes you will benefit from the extensive
capabilities of the Delegate Voting Module™. The time to prepare, administer and hand-count referendums and
election for officers and boards can consistently be reduced by more than 50%.
You will achieve measurable cost savings while conducting an orderly voting process that satisfies participants’
demand for speed and functionality.

Key Features
RECORDED OR ANONYMOUS BALLOTS

FAST VOTE RESULTS

Use the roster tracking feature for situations where a
recorded vote by participant is required. The software
provides an anonymous voting mode that separates
votes from individual participant identity.

Avoid the expense and time of preparing paper ballots
and waiting for manual counts. Results are available
within seconds. Delegates and voters will appreciate
the efficiency of the process and your ability to conduct
a higher volume and quality of productive business.

ACCURATE VOTE TALLIES

The participant voting devices are not able to “stuff” the
ballot box or vote multiple times for a candidate. Each
voter has an equally-weighted voice in the process and
multiple votes and tampering are eliminated.

Flexible Hardware
Alternatives
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Key Features
ON-SCREEN BALLOTS

Eliminate the cost of producing and distributing ballots
and other printed materials. The ballot is projected on
screen for all participants to see and can be edited in
real time if required.
EXPORT ELECTION DATA

MULTI-CANDIDATE OFFICES

Quickly determine the top vote-getters
for a multi-candidate office. You can see
immediately if candidates meet the required
quantum for election and if subsequent
ballots are needed.

The Module supports a wide variety of layouts for
reporting ballot results. Get tabulated summary or raw
results in Word, Excel and other file formats.
SUPPORTS COMPLEX VOTING RULES

The Module is built to gather weighted and proxy
votes. It offers unique capabilities to tabulate and
display results according to complex or unusual
organizational requirements.

Additional Features
TEXT CONFIRMATION MESSAGES
CHECK-IN/CHECK-OUT SYSTEM
WEIGHTED VOTING
PROXY VOTING
SUB-GROUP VOTING
AUDIT TRAIL CAPABILITY
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